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استكشاف ثقافة سالمة املريض يف مرافق الرعاية الثانوية الكويتية
دراسة نوعية

 �إيزبيل كامريون، زوي موري�سون، جينيفر كليالند،حمد القطان
abstract: Objectives: Qualitative studies can improve understanding of patient safety culture (PSC), which has
been relatively neglected by researchers in the Gulf Cooperation Council context. This study employed a qualitative
approach to explore healthcare staff and patients’ perceptions of PSC and how it can be improved. Methods: This
qualitative study was conducted in a public hospital in Kuwait. Individual face-to-face interviews were used to
understand the experience of healthcare staff and patients concerning PSC. After obtaining the required ethical
approvals, maximum variation sampling was used. Interviews were recorded and transcribed. The analysis was
inductive and thematic. Results: A total of 51 participants were included in this study (35 healthcare professionals
and 16 patients). Data analysis revealed four overarching themes relevant to the research question: (1) workload;
(2) communication; (3) environmental constraints; and (4) incident reporting. These issues were interrelated in
practice. Kuwaiti and non-Kuwaiti participants held different views, particularly about the response to errors and
expatriate staff members’ clinical skills. Conclusion: This study revealed multiple factors related to workload,
communication, healthcare environment and incident reporting, which hindered the promotion of positive PSC in
the included department. The presence of numerous constraints suggests that multiple interventions which target
both individual and organisational levels should be implemented.
Keywords: Health Services Research; Patient Safety; Safety Culture; Kuwait.

 ميكن للدرا�سات النوعية حت�سني فهمنا لثقافة �سالمة املري�ض والتي �أهملها الباحثون ن�سبيا يف �سياق دول جمل�س التعاون: الهدف:امللخ�ص
 ا�ستخدمت هذه الدرا�سة نهجا نوعيا ال�ستك�شاف ت�صورات طاقم الرعاية ال�صحية واملر�ضى عن ثقافة �سالمة املري�ض وكيف ميكن.اخلليجي
 مت ا�ستخدام املقابالت ال�شخ�صية وج ًها لوجه. �أجريت هذه الدرا�سة يف �أحد امل�ست�شفيات احلكومية العامة يف الكويت: الطريقة.حت�سينها
 مت، بعد احل�صول على املوافقات الأخالقية املطلوبة.لفهم جتربة طاقم الرعاية ال�صحية واملر�ضى بـخ�صو�ص ثقافة �سالمة املري�ض
 متت م�شاركة ما جمموعة: النتائج. كان التحليل ا�ستقرائ ًيا ومو�ضوع ًيا. مت ت�سجيل املقابالت ون�سخها.ا�ستخدام �أق�صى تباين لأخذ العينات
16 متخ�ص�صا يف الرعاية ال�صحية و
35(  م�شاركً ا يف هذه الدرا�سة51
 ك�شف حتليل البيانات عن �أربعة موا�ضيع �شاملة ذات �صلة.)مري�ضا
ً
ً
. كانت هذه الق�ضايا مرتابطة يف ميدان العمل.) الإبالغ عن احلوادث4( ) القيود البيئية؛ و3( ) التوا�صل؛2( ) عبء العمل؛1( :مب�س�ألة البحث
 ال �سيما حول اال�ستجابة للأخطاء واملهارات ال�رسيرية للموظفني الغري،كان للم�شاركني الكويتيني وغري الكويتيني وجهات نظر خمتلفة
، والإبالغ عن احلوادث، وبيئة الرعاية ال�صحية، والتوا�صل، �أظهرت هذه الدرا�سة عن عوامل متعددة تتعلق بعبء العمل: اخلال�صة.كويتيني
 وجود العديد من القيود ي�شري�إىل �رضورة تنفيذ مبادرات متعددة ت�ستهدف.والتي �أعاقت تعزيز ثقافة �سالمة املري�ض يف الق�سم امل�شمول
.امل�ستويني الفردي والتنظيمي
. بحوث اخلدمات ال�صحية؛ �سالمة املري�ض؛ الثقافة ؛ ال�سالمة؛ الكويت:الكلمات املفتاحية
Advances in Knowledge
- This study found that the obstacles that prevent an optimal patient safety culture (PSC) in a hospital setting in Kuwait are associated
with workload, communication, environmental constraints and incident reporting.
Application to Patient Care
- The healthcare environment and how the staff behaves and communicates with patients play a crucial role in determining patients’
perceptions of the department’s PSC.

M

any patient safety culture (psc)
studies have been carried out in Kuwait
and other Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) countries using the Hospital Survey on Patient

Safety Culture (HOSPSC).1,2 Collectively, these studies
found that the overall punitive response to errors,
shortness of staff and lack of open communication
hindered the development of optimal PSC among
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healthcare professionals.2 The presence of a culture
which promotes patient safety is critical for improving
patients’ outcomes in healthcare organisations.
However, research suggests that PSC differs across
countries.3 It was also evident from the literature that
PSC has been studied in greater depth in some countries
than others. For example, a narrative synthesis of 22
qualitative and mixed methods PSC studies revealed
that none had been conducted in Arab contexts.4
Since this review, only one qualitative study in the
Arab/GCC context was published.5 This recent study
explored doctors’ and nurses’ PSC perspectives in two
public hospitals in Kuwait. The authors concluded that
participants had a good understanding of the concept
of PSC and that appropriate leadership support,
resources and response to errors were required to
achieve optimal PSC levels in the studied context.5
Surveys describe a phenomenon at a particular
point in time. Still, they cannot provide an understanding as to ‘why’, i.e. gaining an understanding of
how healthcare staff and patients experience PSC in the
day-to-day world of healthcare delivery. However, such
knowledge can help decision-makers identify factors
that may hinder safe healthcare services and reveal
areas to target for intervention.6 While a quantitative
study can identify and measure PSC issues, qualitative
ones can explore specific factors contributing to these
issues and potential ways to address them.7
Patient perspectives were seldomly considered
in PSC studies.4 However, patients are at the centre
of the service delivery process and are an ideal source
of information on PSC.8 Patients also see PSC from a
different perspective than healthcare professionals.9
This different perspective suggests that obtaining the
views, attitudes and experiences of both healthcare
professionals and patients may provide a more
comprehensive picture of PSC in a hospital setting.
Although there have been many PSC studies, this
area has been relatively neglected in GCC contexts,
particularly through qualitative approaches. This
study aimed to identify and explore staff and patient
perceptions of factors that hinder optimal PSC
implementation and how these factors might be
addressed. This study builds on an earlier survey of
staff perceptions of PSC.10

Methods
This qualitative study was conducted using face-toface interviews with participants from the medical
department of a public hospital in Kuwait between
June and August 2018. This department was selected
as it provides a wide range of medical services, has

employees of different nationalities, and was working
to implement the Kuwaiti National Patient Safety
Standards at the time of the study.11
Maximum variation purposive sampling was
employed to include a wide range of healthcare
professionals and patients. Healthcare professionals
who had worked in the department for less than a year
were excluded to ensure participants had had sufficient
experience with and knowledge about the department
to engage fully with the research questions. Patients
who were admitted to the medical wards or visited
the medical outpatients’ clinics were also interviewed.
Participants were given interviews in either Arabic or
English to ensure the most comprehensive dialogue
possible based on the participants’ preference.12 It
should be noted that English was not the first language
of all participants.
The relevant department heads nominated a
facilitator whose role was to explain the study’s aim
and voluntary nature to their department’s staff
and patients and coordinate interviews. The first
author conducted all interviews. Before starting the
interviews, he reiterated the study’s purpose, invited
questions and obtained written consent. Potential
participants were reassured that they had the right to
withdraw from the study at any time without prejudice
or consequence.
Interview questions were drawn from the PSC
literature in the field and informed by an earlier
survey conducted in the same department.4,10 Openended questions about factors affecting PSC in the
department were used to guide the discussions, with
follow-up questions from the researcher to obtain
a deeper understanding of the participants’ views.
Participants were also asked to speculate on strategies
to improve PSC. Interviews continued until each
participant felt they had sufficiently shared their
experiences.
Notes and audio recordings were reviewed after
each interview so that the content of earlier interviews
could expose further questions for later interviews.13,14
This process was used to check for data saturation,
which was estimated to have occurred after interviews
with 25 healthcare professionals and 16 patients;
however, 10 further healthcare professionals were
interviewed to ensure a full range of views across all
professional groups.15
The interview recordings were transcribed
verbatim. The recordings and transcribed data were
stored on a password-protected university computer,
while written notes and data were stored in a locked
cabinet on university premises. Only the authors/
research team had access to the data.
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The qualitative content analysis approach of
Graneheim and Lundman guided the data analysis.16
As is typical for qualitative data analysis, the approach
was non-linear. The researchers moved back and
forth through the analytical stages of specifying
and defining the unit of analysis, sorting the unit of
analysis into content areas, dividing content areas into
meaning units, labelling meaning units with codes,
clustering the coded meaning units into subthemes
and clustering the subthemes into themes.16
The first step was to read the transcripts several
times to become familiar with the data. The unit of
analysis was the text obtained from the interviews’
transcripts. Using Microsoft Word 365 (Microsoft,
Corp., Redmond, Washington, USA), the text was
sorted into two content areas based on two research
questions: (1) “What factors hamper promoting
PSC?”; and (2) “What interventions might improve
PSC?”. Arabic texts within each content area were first
translated into English and then entered into NVivo,
Version 11 (QSR International, Doncaster, Australia)
for data management and to facilitate data coding
and analysis. Each content area was then divided into
meaning units.
To standardise coding meaning units across the
entire text, the researchers carried out the process in
two phases. In the first phase (i.e. preliminary coding),
they analysed three interview transcripts to develop
an initial coding framework. In the second phase, they
applied these finalised codes across the entire text. The
whole context was considered while applying the codes
to the meaning units. After coding, the researchers
searched the meaning units for similarities and
differences and clustered them into subthemes. The
codes were discussed and reviewed at regular intervals
among the researchers to identify and develop themes
as well as minimise individual researcher influence
during analysis. Coding disagreements were resolved

through team discussions. Coding and interpretation
occurred iteratively and inductively, focusing throughout on the research aim.
In this study, the credibility and dependability
of the findings were improved by obtaining the
views of a wide range of participants to help provide
more substantial evidence and a better description
of the results.17 Audio-recordings and transcribing
interviews verbatim improved accuracy and precision
in presenting participants’ views. The transferability
of this study was addressed by providing detailed
descriptions of the data collection and analysis
processes.18 In addition, the study’s findings were
frequently discussed among the research team, which
ensured to draw conclusions only once consensus was
achieved to guarantee the findings’ confirmability.17
Written ethical approval was obtained from the
Ministry of Health of Kuwait, the hospital director and
the departments’ heads (2017/582). Informed consent
was also obtained from all participants.

Results
In total, 35 healthcare professionals and 16 patients
were interviewed for this study. Most healthcare
professionals were non-Kuwaitis (n = 21) and male
(n = 19). Conversely, most patients were Kuwaiti
(n = 14) and female (n = 13). Most participants
preferred to be interviewed in Arabic (n = 34) [Table
1]. The average interview duration was 30 minutes.
Data analysis revealed four predominant themes
relevant to the research question: (1) workload; (2)
communication; (3) environmental constraints; and
(4) incident reporting [Table 2].
All staff participants raised the issue of heavy
workloads hindering the provision of safe medical
services in the department. The data indicated the
presence of four major factors contributing to the

Table 1: Characteristics of included healthcare professionals and patients at a public hospital in Kuwait (N = 51)
Participant jobs

Number

Nationality

Gender

Language of
interviews

Kuwaiti

Non-Kuwaiti

Male

Female

Arabic

English

Medical doctor

6

2

4

6

0

5

1

Registered nurse

13

2

11

8

5

3

10

Physiotherapist

4

1

3

2

2

2

2

Pharmacist

5

3

2

2

3

5

0

Nuclear medicine doctor

3

3

0

0

3

2

1

Laboratory technician

4

3

1

1

3

2

2

Patients

16

14

2

3

13

15

1

Total

51

28

23

22

29

34

17
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Table 2: Summary of participants’ concerns and suggested solutions from a public hospital in Kuwait
Themes

Concerns

Suggested solution(s)

Number of staff
(S)

- Increase numbers of staff
- Provide paid overtime
- Establish another hospital
to serve as a catchment
area

– “Our number is less than what is required for this
health region. Indeed we have a shortage of staff”
(MD2).
– “I told you we are running here. So better they can
supply some staff” (RN5).

Professional
competence (S+P)

- Ongoing staff orientation
on patient safety
- Assess pre-employment
competency in patient
safety for medical
department staff
- Offer competitive wages
and incentives

– “When the nurse came to me, she did not know
where to insert the needle. I have bruises on my both
arms” (Patient 11).
– “I will try to improve education for the whole staff,
involving them in more regular courses or lectures
in hospitals. Make sure every staff is involved in
orientations” (LAB2).
– “The employment board should be reformed as it is
responsible for contracting with expat staff” (MD4).

Impact of visitors
(S)

Implement strict ward
visiting hours for patient
families

– “This is madness, why visitors are here for 24 hours.
I cannot provide good care in such an atmosphere”
(RN5).
– “We can give visiting time between 11 to 12 like that
relatives will come, doctor, is there” (RN11).

Appropriateness
of admissions (S)

Establish intermediate care
units/wards

– “Most of the patients are either bedridden or in
mechanical ventilation who are unable to help
themselves” (RN7).
– “It is ICU patients. Ventilator patients mean it
should be ICU. So in ICU, they are taking one nurse to
one. So one ventilator patient means one staff will take
care of the patient in the whole shift” (RN7).

Interdepartmental
cooperation (S)

Develop interdepartmental
policies

– “We have regimens for some medications differ from
those with doctors. That is why we clash with them”
(PH3).
– “I think there should be frequent meetings between
the different healthcare professionals to support
multidisciplinary teamwork” (PH4).

Appropriateness
of documentation
(S)

Offer ongoing staff
orientation on appropriate
documentation

– “Most of the prescriptions we receive here in the
pharmacy lack some important patients’ information,
like patient weight” (PH1).
– “The doctor’s handwriting is not clear. Usually, I
cannot read what is written in the file, so I need to
chase the doctor the whole day” (RN3).

Reliance on junior
staff (S)

Assign only senior/
experienced staff for
consultations with other staff

– “The trainees should not be dealt with as a
competent doctor. They are still under training. We
know that it is very risky to rely on them. However, on
busy days, we are forced to” (MD5).
– “Any consultation to be sent should be seen by the
senior registrar at least. Not allowed to send someone a
junior or assistant or registrar to come” (MD3).

Healthcare
professionals’
behaviour (P)

Offer ongoing staff training
on communication skills

– “The doctors, I do not see them, and even when they
come, I cannot get what they say” (Patient 4).
– “Somebody should keep reminding them about how
to deal with patients” (Patient 8).

Hygiene (S+P)

Clean and maintain facilities
regularly/frequently

– “Even the place is not clean enough. In the past, when
we go to hospitals, the smell of Dettol was very clear,
but nowadays it is not” (Patient 2).
– “I think it is the role of supervisors to come and see
the condition of the wards themselves” (PH5).

Appropriateness
of facilities (S)

Expand the department’s
facilities

– “The toilet smells very bad. The washing sink is
leaking. I told them about it two days ago, but nobody
cares” (Patient 14).
– “We said to the nurses that these medications should
be stored in a room temperature of between 20˚C and
25˚C. However, they always say that air conditioning is
not working well, and nobody fixes it yet” (PH4).

Workload

Communication

Environmental
constraints

Supporting quotes

S = indicated by staff participants; MD = medical doctor; RN = registered nurse; S+P = indicated by staff and patient participants; LAB = laboratory
technician; ICU = intensive care unit; PH = pharmacist; P = indicated by patient participants; PT = physiotherapist; NM = nuclear medicine doctors.
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Table 2 (cont’d): Summary of participants’ concerns and suggested solutions from a public hospital in Kuwait
Themes

Concerns

Suggested solution(s)

Supporting quotes

Availability of
equipment and
supplies (S+P)

Make equipment and
supplies consistently
available

– “We need some important equipment which is not
available in medical wards like some special beds and
lifters. So, we are always forced to transfer patients
from medical building to our department in the old
building” (PT1).
– “Once, we waited for around three months to get ink,
and now we are almost out of A4 papers” (MD5).

Privacy and
security (P)

Increase the number of
private rooms

– “I am not safe here. The next patient always cough.
My health is deteriorating here” (Patient 2).
– “I want a private room. I do not want to bother
anybody and do not want anybody to bother me”
(Patient 16).

Response to
errors (S+P)

Promote/reward staff
who participate in quality
improvement and patient
safety initiatives

– “Completing an incident report may ruin my
relationship with my friends and colleagues” (LAB2).
– “I am threatened by the aggressive attitude of the
patients and those responsible for them. I always
feel that I am guilty, and they are so motivated to
complain” (RN5).
– “We never punish anyone in here – when our staff
make mistakes, we talk with them in a friendly way”
(NM3).
– “Yesterday, nurses forgot to give me the medication.
She should be fired” (Patient 3).
– “As a leader, I should be the first one to attend
patient safety lectures. I will not ask the staff to attend
without my presence. I should be there to support the
staff ” (RN9).

Feedback and
follow-up
after reporting
incidents (S)

- Simplify the incident report
form
- Establish a system of
feedback after reporting an
incident

– “We do not know what the reaction is because we
completed many forms since one year, but we did not
see any reaction” (RN7).
– “We never heard about what happened afterwards,
so I wrote the paper, the paper was written, it was
forwarded, full stop” (RN1).

Appropriateness
of documentation
(S)

Offer ongoing staff
orientation on appropriate
documentation

– “Most of the prescriptions we receive here in the
pharmacy lack some important patients’ information,
like patient weight” (PH1).
– “The doctor’s handwriting is not clear. Usually, I
cannot read what is written in the file, so I need to
chase the doctor the whole day” (RN3).

Environmental
constraints

Incident
reporting

S = indicated by staff participants; MD = medical doctor; RN = registered nurse; S+P = indicated by staff and patient participants; LAB = laboratory
technician; ICU = intensive care unit; PH = pharmacist; P = indicated by patient participants; PT = physiotherapist; NM = nuclear medicine doctors.

heavy workload. Three of these were raised by staff
participants, not patients: (1) number of staff; (2)
the impact of visitors; and (3) the appropriateness of
admissions. Professional competence was raised as a
factor contributing to the heavy workload by both staff
and patients.
The staff believed it was difficult to provide
medical services at the required standard with the
current staff-to-patient ratio. This challenging ratio
had been exacerbated by many healthcare personnel,
particularly the nursing staff, either resigning or being
transferred to other departments without replacement.
The combination of high patient numbers and staff
shortages was considered relevant to patient safety
since the staff discussed how they were forced to take
short-cuts to finish their tasks on time. To address
this challenge, the staff suggested that the hospital
administration prioritise increasing staff numbers.
Paid overtime was additionally seen as a possible
solution. Some even suggested the need for another

hospital to assist in providing healthcare services in
the region and alleviating heavy workloads.
Both Kuwaiti patients and staff expressed the
opinion that expatriate staff lacked basic clinical skills.
This perceived lack of skills and underperformance
meant Kuwaiti staff members thought it was easier
to do tasks themselves rather than engaging with an
expatriate staff member. A related issue was high staff
turnover, particularly the nursing staff, as new staff
would lack familiarity with work procedures. This lack
of familiarity could mean additional burden for staff
members who had been in the department longer to
do most tasks themselves and spend most of their
time training new staff on work procedures. Training
and orientation were seen by the staff as a potential
solution to this problem, as well as offering competitive
wages and incentives to attract more competent
staff. Performing a pre-employment competency
assessment with the medical staff was seen by many
patients as a potential solution.
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The nursing staff and those working in the
wards stressed the importance of implementing strict
visiting hours for patients’ families. They claimed
that the presence of patients’ relatives and family
members after visitation hours was detrimental to
good quality care, causing loss of concentration and
delay in services. The nature of patient presentations
was cited as contributing to heavy staff workloads.
Staff participants believed that many patients needed
constant close observation and special care, which
added to the nursing staffs’ workload. To address
this problem, many staff participants suggested
providing an intermediate critical care unit for suitable
admissions.
Three interrelated issues were reported as
negatively affecting communication across the different
professional groups. The first issue was that different
professional groups had conflicting policies and
procedures, which resulted in frequent disagreements
and delays in service provision including laboratory
results and medication administration. The second
issue raised was the lack of appropriate record-keeping
and documentation, which hindered communication
between the staff members. The third issue was related
to an overreliance on inexperienced junior staff for
consultations because of staff shortages. This issue
meant that staff members were expected to work
above their level of competence. Staff participants
reported that developing interdepartmental policies
and communication systems, such as regular
meetings, ongoing staff orientation on appropriate
documentation in the medical records and assigning
only senior/experienced staff members for consultations, would improve cooperation between the different
specialities and support multidisciplinary healthcare
provision.
Several patients commented on staff behaviour,
reporting, for example, that staff did not take into
consideration patient preferences and that patients
were not reasonably involved in healthcare plans.
Moreover, patients complained about some doctors’
and nurses’ rude attitudes. Patients believed that these
issues could be addressed by better departmental
leadership, intensifying staff orientation and offering
ongoing training, particularly in staff-patient communication skills.
Both the staff and patients frequently raised
their dissatisfaction with the healthcare environment.
Participants mentioned numerous problems related
to the healthcare environment including hygiene,
facilities, equipment, supplies and privacy. All patients
and some staff members thought that the medical wards
were not sufficiently clean. There was a shortage of
essential equipment including beds and physiotherapy

kits and necessary supplies such as hand sanitisers
and patient diapers. Furthermore, existing facilities
were poorly maintained and much of the equipment
was broken. Both the staff and patients reported that
these problems could be overcome through regular
and frequent cleaning and maintenance and ensuring
consistent availability of equipment and supplies.
Space was also an issue for the staff, particularly
those working in outpatient clinics. Both the lack of
clinical space and the inappropriateness of available
space was noted. According to staff members, the lack
of such special rooms in the medical facility made
the process of taking care of patients overwhelming
for both patients and healthcare professionals. They
believed that a large expansion, which included all
the department’s premises, should be initiated to
overcome this problem.
Many patients admitted to the medical wards’
shared rooms expressed deep upset and distress at
disturbances caused by nearby patients and their
relatives. They also worried about getting hospitalacquired infections from other patients in the same
room due to the environment’s poor cleanliness. For
these reasons, increasing the number of private rooms
in the medical wards was seen by patients as the ideal
solution to their privacy and security problems.
Many non-Kuwaiti staff members stated that the
working atmosphere in the medical department did
not support incident reporting. They felt that neither
the hospital leadership nor the laws and regulations
supported non-Kuwaiti healthcare professionals
when mistakes occurred. The reporting culture
was seen as punitive by non-Kuwaitis, yet as overly
permissive of mistakes by the Kuwaiti staff members
and patients. Patients thought that there was a lack of
responsibility and accountability in the department
and that managers responded very permissively to
staff mistakes. To encourage incident reporting and
learning from errors, the staff generally suggested
promoting/rewarding staff members participating in
any quality improvement or patient safety initiatives
rather than focusing on each error as a disciplinary
issue.
Lack of proper feedback and follow-up by
management after submitting an incident report was
declared the main factor contributing to incidents
not being reported. Staff were not motivated to
report incidents as doing so was seen as not leading
to significant departmental improvements. The
staff believed that the incident reporting system
should be reformed to support communication with
departmental management and short- and long-term
improvements to quality and safety. Some participants
also emphasised the importance of simplifying the
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incident report form as they believed that completing
the current form required excessive administrative
efforts from them.

Discussion
This qualitative study provides insight into the PSC
in one Kuwaiti medical department and, uniquely in
the Arab/GCC countries context and incorporates
multiple healthcare professional groups and patients’
views. The data obtained suggests multiple constraints
on PSC promotion in the department, specifically
related to workload, communication, the healthcare
environment and incident reporting. Kuwaiti and nonKuwaiti participants held different views about the
department’s response to errors and expatriate staff
members’ clinical skills. Participant suggestions as to
how the diverse constraints of PSC implementation
could be addressed included interventions at the individual (e.g. training and orientation) and organisational
(e.g. increasing staff numbers, providing paid overtime
and developing interdepartmental policies) levels.
The current staff members’ perspectives were
similar to those reported by a recent qualitative
study conducted in two accredited public hospitals
in Kuwait.5 For example, both studies suggested that
patient safety was not prioritised in daily practice
due to staff and resource shortages. However, unlike
that study, the staff and patients in the current study
suggested more training and orientation to improve
staff awareness of patient safety. This difference in
findings may be attributed to accountability differences
between the two settings—the hospitals studied by Al
Hamid et al. were accredited, while the hospital in the
current study was not.5 Another difference of note
involved the presence (or lack thereof ) of supportive
leadership. Whether by implementing an accreditation
programme, offering supportive leadership or
targeting other factors, it seems that healthcare
organisations with a positive PSC have mechanisms
that support decisive action.19 The perspectives of the
current staff members were also more wide-spread.
For example, studies conducted in hospitals in the
USA have identified significant associations between
low staff numbers (and associated increases in work
demand) and adverse patient outcomes.20 Maintaining
optimal communication levels between healthcare
staff members was found to be a key determinant
of the PSC in hospital settings in a Chinese study.21
In addition, the healthcare environment’s key role
in promoting PSC has been emphasised in many
studies.22,23 Other studies have suggested that feedback
should be routine after incidents have been reported

and should include information regarding response to
the report in question.24,25
This study’s findings also suggest that the
surrounding healthcare environment and how staff
behave and communicate with the patients played
a crucial role in determining patient perceptions
of departments’ PSC. This finding is not confined
to this study; previous studies conducted in other
settings have revealed similar results. For example,
a study conducted in oncology care settings found
that patients valued the physical environment as an
essential factor in having a safe healthcare experience.26
Another study investigating PSC in outpatient clinics
in China reported that most participants linked poor
organisational safety culture with the presence of a
poor staff-patient relationship.27
A novel aspect of this study was the fact that
it explored differences in how Kuwaiti and nonKuwaiti participants perceive responses to errors
and expatriate staff ’s clinical skills. It seems that the
damaged relationship and trust between citizens and
expatriates in Kuwait caused by recently increasing
public and political demands to control the number
of expatriates in the workforce might influence the
way PSC is perceived in the department by different
national groups.28 This pattern has been seen elsewhere.
For example, a study conducted in a university hospital
in the conﬂict-ridden Eastern Democratic Republic
of Congo also found that national politics affected
healthcare.29 It is critical to examine differences
between these groups given the large number of
expatriate healthcare professionals in Kuwait. Evidence
strongly suggests that an organisational safety culture
is constituted by a mixture of safety subcultures
and that the presence of contrasting views between
these subcultures can compromise the achievement
of organisation-wide safety goals.30,31 This evidence
suggests that the differences between Kuwaiti and
expatriate healthcare professionals should be explored
more in-depth to identify how these differences might
influence working practices. This information should
be used to inform developing interventions to address
cultural differences as part of PSC initiatives.32,33
This study showed that no single measure
could work as a panacea for promoting PSC in this
department. In this context, policymakers should think
about interventions that target reform at different
levels and include concerns about the healthcare
system in general, specific staff behaviours and the
healthcare environment. These interventions should
be carried out in a coordinated manner to implement
the Kuwaiti national patient safety standards against a
backdrop of solidly-established PSC. Future research
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should focus on evaluating the approaches suggested
by the study participants. This is no simple task and
attention must be paid to both the outcomes and
process of change.
This study has several strengths. Participants
included a range of healthcare professionals and
patients. While both groups’ views were similar in
many ways, patient participants focused more on
issues related to the healthcare environment and staff
behaviour. Another strength of this study is the iterative
analysis of field notes and audio recordings throughout
data collection, which allowed the researchers to
adapt the semi-structured interview schedule for later
interviews based on discussions in earlier interviews.
The interviewer’s status as both ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’
may have both helped and hindered the interviews.34
Since the interviewer previously worked in the
hospital, he had good connections and relationships
with the hospital leadership. These relationships
facilitated obtaining ethical approval and access to the
study’s participants.
On the contrary, the interviewer’s former
employment as a hospital council member may have
prompted participants to conceal some of the system’s
weaknesses. The interviewer’s ‘insider’ status may
have been an issue in data analysis regarding potential
preconceived assumptions about the department’s
PSC status. Furthermore, the interviewer’s Kuwaiti
nationality may have negatively affected the openness
of the interviews conducted with non-Kuwaiti
participants. These hindrances were mitigated via the
team’s balance and reflective team discussions, which
encouraged the constant considerations of alternative
explanations in data interpretation. As a qualitative
study, participant views cannot be considered
generalisable, but they provide insight into perceptions
and attitudes in the context under investigation.
English was the second language for all participants,
except for those who only spoke Arabic. This fact may
have affected their ability to express their views about
the department’s PSC. Despite these limitations, faceto-face interviews enabled the participants to express
their opinions about patient safety in their own words
and gave them privacy to share their personal stories.17

reporting incidents that hinder promoting a positive
PSC in the studied departments. The presence of
numerous constraints suggests that multiple interventions should be implemented that target both
individual and organisational levels to promote PSC
in the department. Further research is required to
examine the effectiveness as well as the practicality of
the suggested interventions.
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